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a b s t r a c t
We consider the problem of scheduling a set of independent tasks onmultiple same-speed
processors with planned shutdown times with the aim of minimizing the makespan. We
give an LPT-based algorithm, LPTX, which yields a maximum completion time that is less
than or equal to 3/2 the optimalmaximumcompletion timeor 3/2 the time that passes from
the start of the schedule until the latest end of a downtime. For problemswhere the optimal
schedule ends after the last downtime, and when the downtimes represent fixed jobs, the
LPTX maximum completion time is within 3/2 of the optimal maximum completion time.
In addition, we show that this result is asymptotically tight for the class of polynomial
algorithms assuming that P 6= NP . We also show that the bound obtained previously for
a similar problem, when no more than half of the machines are shut down at the same
time, for the LPT algorithm is asymptotically tight in the class of polynomial algorithms if
P 6= NP .
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Nonpreemptive scheduling of a set of tasks on multiple resources is a widely encountered problem. Applications range
from assigningwaiting airplanes to departure lanes, or assigning terminals to airplanes that need to be loaded, to scheduling
tasks on computing units or packets waiting in a buffer to links of a multilink connection. The jobs are usually assumed to
be given as an integer number of computing units or of other suitable units such as time units.
Themultiprocessor scheduling problem,whether it is possible to nonpreemptively schedule a set of independent tasks on
m processors tomeet a given deadline (withm considered to be an input parameter), is stronglyNP-hard [1], and so aremost
related problems. As a consequence, the study of this area has beenmainly concentrating on approximation algorithms: the
largest processing time first (LPT) algorithm was first proposed [2] and shown to have a makespan within 4/3 the optimal
makespan, and later the MULTIFIT algorithm was considered [3], and shown in [4] to have a better performance of 13/11.
Due to maintenance or failures, machines might exhibit periods of unavailability. A recent result on this subject was
obtained by Sadfi et al. for nonpreemptive scheduling on one processor [5], where they give an approximation algorithm to
minimize the total completion time with an error bound of 3/17.
A review on deterministic machine scheduling was given by Chen et al. in [6]. Reviews with focus on scheduling with
availability constraints were given by Lee, et al. in [7], and by Sanlaville and Schmidt in [8].
We focus on the static variant of the problem, when downtimes are known in advance. A dynamic variant can also
be conceived, when downtimes can occur unexpectedly. In the case of nonpreemptive scheduling, this would lead to
reexecution of interrupted tasks from scratch, either by adding the task back to the set of tasks that need to be assigned
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to machines, in which case we have a variant of online scheduling, or by waiting until the machine to which it was assigned
starts processing again and processing it there.
While our focus is on offline scheduling, results have been obtained for online scheduling as well. For two same-speed
machines with availability constraints, online scheduling has been studied by Tan and He in [9]. They give an online
algorithm with a minimum competitive ratio to minimize the maximum completion time for a fixed set of jobs, for the
situation when each machine shuts down only once and the unavailability periods do not overlap. The competitive ratio of
an online algorithm is the ratio between the length of the schedule generated by it and the minimum length a schedule can
have.
A special case for scheduling on multiple processors in the presence of machine shutdowns is the case when all
downtimes are at the beginning of the schedule, that is when they start processing at different times. Lee [10] and Chang
and Hwang [11] give worst-case analyses of LPT and respectively Multifit when applied to the problem of scheduling on
parallel machines that do not start simultaneously.
When downtimes are not necessarily at the beginning of the schedule, resumable and non-resumable scheduling can be
considered.
For resumable scheduling,when tasks can be interrupted by a downtime, and then resume after the end of that downtime
(but cannot be preempted by the algorithm), Lee showed in [12] that the makespan of LPT is in the worst case m+12 times as
long as the optimal makespan when one machine never shuts down and all others shut down at most once.
Given that all downtimes could be infinite, the NP-hardness of multiprocessor scheduling results in the NP-hardness of
the problem of finding an approximation algorithm the schedule of which ends within a multiple of the time needed by the
optimal schedule, unless assumptions about the downtimes are made.
In [13], the authors make the assumption that no more than half the machines are unavailable at any time, and show
that for this situation the LPT schedule ends within twice the time needed by the optimal schedule. In [14], the result is
generalized to the case when an arbitrary number of machines, λ ∈ 1, . . . ,m − 1, can be unavailable at the same time. In
that case, the makespan generated by the LPT schedule is not worse than the tight worst-case bound of 1+ 12 [m/(m− λ)]
times the optimal makespan.
In [15] Scharbrodt et al. give a polynomial-time approximation scheme for the problem of scheduling with ‘‘fixed’’ jobs,
that is jobs that have to be executed at certain predefined times. The approximation scheme is for minimizing themakespan
of the schedule for all the jobs, it does not consider the number of processors as a part of the input, and there can be more
than one fixed job on one machine.
We consider the problem of nonpreemptive (and nonresumable) scheduling of a set of independent tasks on multiple
machines each of which can become unavailable for a period of time at most once.
According to the notation used in [16] our problem can be classified as (P,NCwin ‖ Cmax): scheduling on multiple
machines the number of which is not fixed and which are not continuously available, with given tasks that cannot be
interrupted and are available at time 0, while minimizing the maximum completion time. To indicate a maximum number
of unavailability periods on each machine, an integer can be added after NCwin. For example, in our case, when there is at
most one downtime on each machine, we would have the notation (P,NCwin1 ‖ Cmax).
In this paper we give a polynomial algorithm, LPTX, (LPT with a specific ordering of processors to assign tasks when two
processors become available at the same time), the schedule of which finishes within the latest among 3/2 the optimal
maximum completion time or 3/2 the time from the start of the schedule until the maximum end of a downtime. This
implies that, when LPTX finishes after 3/2 the end of the last downtime, it also finishes within 3/2 the end of the optimal
schedule. Also if there is another way of determining that the optimal schedule ends after themaximum end of a downtime,
such as when the sum of all task and downtime lengths is greater than the end of the last downtime times m, then LPTX
finishes within 3/2 the optimal schedule length. In cases where it cannot be determined in polynomial time whether the
optimal schedule ends after the last downtime, or if the optimal schedule ends before the end of the last downtime, our
result has no immediate implication on whether LPTX finishes within 3/2 the optimal schedule length or not.
Unlike in [13], we do not have any restriction on the times when the machines shut down. The problem in [15] is similar
to our problem in that the downtimes are equivalent to the fixed jobs. The difference is that they can have more than one
fixed job on a machine, and that the makespan of the optimal schedule cannot be less than the completion time of the last
fixed job, which corresponds to the end of the last downtime in our setting.
Thus, if the downtimes represent jobs that the optimal schedule also needs to execute, our result shows that the LPTX
algorithm guarantees a makespan within 3/2 the makespan of the optimal schedule, which further motivates the study
presented in this paper.
In the next section we present the algorithm LPTX and prove the upper bound result. Section 3 contains the tightness
results.
2. Upper bound for LPTX schedule length
In this sectionwe introduce the LPTX scheduling algorithm, and show that its schedule finishes within 3/2 of the optimal
schedule’s end or of the last end of a downtime.
The LPTX scheduling algorithm starts with ordering the processors, such that the LPT algorithm breaks ties among
processors that are available at the same time in a predefined way. Given a set of processors P with downtimes starting at
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Fig. 1. Example of LPTX schedule. LPTX considers processors in the order p1, p2, p3, p4 if they become available at the same time. Darker shaded areas
represent the downtimes.
time δp and ending at time γp for each processor p ∈ P , and a set of tasks T , the LPTX algorithm is:
LPTX(P, T )
Initialize P1 and P2 as empty lists
for p ∈ P
if (δp > 0)
append p to P1;
else
append p to P2.
end for
Sort P1 by δp in increasing order
Sort P2 by γp in increasing order
P ′ = P1o P2
LPT(P ′, T )
In the second to last step P1o P2 is the concatenation of the lists P1 and P2. When a processor has no downtime, we assume
δp = γp = 0. Recall that LPT sorts the tasks in decreasing order of their required processing time and assigns them to the
first processor on which they can be processed at the earliest time. Ties are broken by the order in which the processors are
ordered in the input list. For LPTX, this order is also represented in Fig. 1.
This algorithm is polynomial if all comparisons necessary to sort the tasks and all operations necessary to compute the
next available processor can be done in polynomial time. This condition is given when all arguments are integers or rational
numbers.
The task assignment strategy was mainly chosen to facilitate the proof. It has some similarity to best fit bin packing for
the assignment of the first task.
We call pretime the available (positive length) time interval of a processor before its downtime starts. The length of a
pretime of a processor pwill be denotedwith prep and the end of its downtimewith γp. Fig. 2 shows a possible LPTX schedule
of a processor p.
We denote with lpt the end of the LPTX schedule and with opt the end of the optimal schedule. With γmax we denote the
maximum end of a downtime: γmax = maxp∈P γp.
Most of the remainder of this section is devoted to proving the following theorem:
Theorem 2.1 (Bound for LPTX Schedules). The maximum completion time of an LPTX schedule is less than or equal to 3/2 the




First wewill define aminimal counterexample to the statement of the above theorem, which is shown to exist whenever
there is a counterexample. Then we prove several properties of the minimal counterexample, at last resulting in the fact
that such a counterexample does not exist. Several theorems and lemmas contribute to this proof.
In Section 3 we will show this bound to be asymptotically tight within the class of polynomial algorithms assuming that
P 6= NP .
A problem instance (P, T ) is given by a set P of processors with their downtimes and a set T of tasks with their durations.
In the following we shall assume that the 3/2 bound is broken and derive a contradiction.
Definition 2.2 (Order Relation on Problem Instances).Given two problem instances C1 = (P1, T1), C2 = (P2, T2), where T1
and T2 are sets of tasks with their execution times and P1 and P2 sets of processors with downtimes, we say that C1 < C2
if any of the following holds:
(a) |T1| < |T2|
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Fig. 2. LPTX schedule of a processor p.
(b) |T1| = |T2| and |P1| < |P2|
(c) |T1| = |T2|, |P1| = |P2|, and the number of processors with pretimes in C1 is less than that in C2.
Here |S| represents the number of elements in a set S.
Definition 2.3 (Minimal Counterexample). Aminimal counterexample is a problem instance C = (P, T ), such that the length
of its LPTX schedule exceeds 32opt and
3
2γmax, and such that C is minimal with regard to the order relation defined in
Definition 2.2.
If there is a counterexample, then, clearly, there also is a minimal counterexample.
Let C = (P, T ) be a minimal counterexample. We continue by showing a few properties of C .
We denote with X¯ the first task scheduled by the LPTX algorithm when processing C , which also breaks the 3/2 bound.
All tasks that LPTXwould schedule after X¯ are irrelevant to the fact that the LPTX schedule breaks the bound. Thus, since C is
aminimal counterexample, it only contains taskswith processing times greater than or equal to that of X¯ , and X¯ is scheduled
last by the LPTX algorithm.
Notation 2.4 (Measure of Time). In the following we normalize the length of every time interval by choosing the length of
task X¯ as the new time unit.
Lemma 2.5 (≥1 Tasks in LPTX Pretimes). In the LPTX schedule of C there is at least one task in each pretime.
Proof. If the pretime of a processor p is empty in the LPTX schedule, then the last task X¯ did not fit in that pretime. But X¯ is the
least task, and thus the optimal schedule could also fit nothing in that pretime. Then we can build a lesser counterexample
by maintaining the same processors and tasks with the difference that the pretime of p is replaced by downtime. Both the
optimal schedule and the LPTX schedule will remain the same, and the new counterexample has fewer pretimes. 
Lemma 2.6 (2 Tasks in Optimal Pretimes). The optimal schedule of a processorwith a pretime has at least two tasks in the pretime.
Proof. Suppose this is not the case and that there is a processor p ∈ P which has only one task X in its pretime in the optimal
schedule.
The LPTX schedule must have at least one task on p (by Lemma 2.5). Let X ′ be the first task in the LPTX schedule of p.
If X ′ ≥ X then we can get a lesser counterexample by removing X ′ and any other tasks scheduled in the pretime of p by
LPTX, and by filling the pretime of p with downtime: in the optimal schedule X can be put where X ′ was before, resulting
in a schedule for the new set of tasks and processors that is at least as good as in the initial example, and the LPTX schedule
does not change. If X ′ is the same as the task X then the problem of finding a place for X in the optimal schedule disappears
as X ′ is removed from the task set.
Thus X ′ < X . Let q be the processor on which LPTX has scheduled X . Then preq ≤ prep, else X would have been scheduled
by LPTX on p. Removing X and any other tasks scheduled by LPTX in the pretime of q from the task set and filling the pretime
of qwith downtime we get a lesser counterexample: there are less tasks, opt will stay the same in the worst case, since we
can move anything that was scheduled in the pretime of q to the pretime of p, and the LPTX schedule will stay the same.
Note that X¯ cannot be in the pretime of any machine, since it is supposed to finish after the end of all pretimes, and thus its
position is not affected by the above changes. 
Lemma 2.7 (Corollary). The pretimes end at or after time 2 for all processors with pretimes.
Lemma 2.8. There are processors with (nonzero) pretimes.
Proof. In [10] Lee has shown that the LPT schedule for a multiprocessor scheduling problem with nonsimultaneous
processing start times has a makespan bounded by 32 − 12m , wherem is the number of processors. Thus, since our algorithm
uses LPT after ordering the processors, any counterexample must have at least one processor with a (nonzero) pretime. 
Lemma 2.9 (Tasks Different from X¯ After Each Downtime in LPTX). In the LPTX schedule of a minimal counterexample there are
tasks different from the last scheduled task X¯ after each downtime. That is, X¯ is scheduled on top of a task that is scheduled after
a downtime.
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Proof. Let q be the processor the downtime of which ends last. By Lemma 2.7 all downtimes end after time 2 if there is a
pretime. By Lemma 2.8 there are pretimes. So γq > 2, and γq + 1 < 32γq ≤ 32 max(γmax, opt). Thus X¯ starts executing after
γq, else LPTX would end at or before time 32 max(γmax, opt), and we would not have a counterexample. Thus there must be
another task between X¯ and the end of any downtime. 
Lemma 2.10 (The Start of X¯). The start time L of the last task X¯ in the LPTX schedule is greater than 32opt − 1. Also, the LPTX
schedule must be busy until that time on all processors (except for the idle time in the pretimes). Also, L > 2, L > opt, and
L− opt > 1
2
opt − 1.
Proof. The LPTX schedule ends when task X¯ ends, thus lpt = L + 1. Since lpt > 32opt we have L > 32opt − 1. If the
LPTX schedule on a processor would end before time L, the LPTX algorithm would have scheduled X¯ there and not at
time L. Since there are processors with pretimes, Lemma 2.6 we have opt ≥ 2, thus L > 32opt − 1 ≥ 2. We also have
L > 32opt − 1 ≥ 32opt − 12opt = opt , proving L > opt . Last, since the 32 bound is broken L = lpt − 1 > 32opt − 1, implying
L− opt > 32opt − 1− opt , and L− opt > 12opt − 1. 
Lemma 2.11 (opt ≥ 3). The length of the optimal schedule is greater than or equal to 3.
Proof. Suppose this is not true and let (P, T ) be a counterexample where the optimal schedule OPT has a length opt < 3.
We consider the LPTX schedule of (P, T \ {X¯}), denoted LPTX − X¯ for legibility, and show that this schedule has at least
as many tasks as the optimal schedule of (P, T ), a contradiction. We denote with TLPTX−X¯ the number of tasks in the LPTX
schedule excluding X¯ , and with TOPT the number of tasks in the optimal schedule. To show is
TLPTX−X¯ ≥ TOPT.
For a particular processor p the inequality becomes TLPTX−X¯ (p) ≥ TOPT(p), and for a set P∗ of processors we write the
inequality as TLPTX−X¯ (P∗) ≥ TOPT(P∗). The inequality holds for each processor that has a pretime, since TLPTX−X¯ (p) ≥ 2 as
shown above, and TOPT(p) ≤ 2, since we assumed opt < 3.
For processors with no pretime, the downtime of which ends after time 1, the inequality holds again, since the optimal
schedule can’t put more than one task on them, and LPTX− X¯ must have at least one task on them by Lemma 2.9.
Let P∗ be the set of the remaining processors (with no pretime, andwith γp < 1). If LPTX has two tasks on such a processor
p the inequality holds for p since OPT can’t put more than two tasks on it. If p has only one task Y in its LPTX schedule, then
Y > L−γp > L−1 > opt−1, since γp < 1 and L > opt . Thus OPTmust schedule Y alone on a processor q (Y > opt−1), and
this processor can’t have a pretime (on processors with pretimes OPT has two tasks), and γq < 1, so q ∈ P∗. The inequality
to prove follows for P∗, as there are at least as many processors with only one task on them in the optimal schedule as there
are in the LPTX schedule. 
Lemma 2.12 (Idle Times in LPTX Schedules). The idle time in the LPTX schedule of the pretime of any processor is shorter than 1.
Proof. Suppose this is not the case andwehave a processor p onwhich this situation is encountered.We knowby Lemma2.9
that the last task X¯ starts after the end of all pretimes. Thus at the time when X¯ is scheduled the LPTX algorithm would first
try to fit it in a pretime, and succeed in doing that in the idle time of p. Thus X¯ can’t have been scheduled after the end of the
last downtime, which contradicts Lemma 2.9. 
Next we derive a lemma concerning the difference between the end of the optimal schedule and the time L defined in
Lemma 2.10.
Lemma 2.13 (opt < 4). The length of the optimal schedule is less than 4.
Proof. Suppose there is a minimal counterexample with opt ≥ 4. Then by Lemma 2.10 we have L − opt > 12opt − 1 ≥ 1,
and so the LPTX schedule ends on each processor after a time interval of length 1 after the end of the optimal schedule. This
additional busy time, however, must be compensated by busy time in the optimal schedule that occurs at a time when the
LPTX schedule is idle, before the downtimes. This implies that the LPTX schedule contains in total before its downtimes an
idle time of length at least |P|, which averages in an idle time of length 1 per processor, contradicting Lemma 2.12, which
states that all idle times are less than 1. 
To better describe schedules on processors we will use the following notation for each processor schedule: [will denote
start of the schedule, time 0, |will represent the downtime, and [A1A2, . . . , An|B1B2, . . . , Bm will denote a schedule with the
tasks A1, A2, . . . , An in the pretime in the given order and the tasks B1, B2, . . . , Bm in the given order after the downtime.
We call Y -tasks all tasks the length of which is in the interval [1.5, 2), and R-tasks all tasks of length 2 or longer.
Also, we denote with busyALG(p) the length of the total processing time of processor p in an ALG-schedule, and with
LPTX− X¯ the LPTX schedule of (P, T \ {X¯}), where (P, T ) is the considered problem instance. For a processor p, OPT(p) and
LPTX(p) denote its optimal schedule and respectively its LPTX schedule.
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Fig. 3. Cases (a) and (b) from Theorem 2.14.
Theorem 2.14 (Constraint for LPTX Schedule). If there is a minimal counterexample, then there is at least one processor p the
LPTX schedule of which is one of the following:
(a) [Y1|Y2 or
(b) [|Y1Y2 with busyLPTX(p) > 3.5+ 32γp
(
this implies Y1 > 1.75+ 34γp
)
, where Y1 and Y2 are Y-tasks, that is Y1, Y2 ∈ [1.5, 2).
The last Y -task in the LPTX schedule is scheduled after time 1.75.
Proof. We use a weighing argument. Consider the following task categories: X ∈ [1, 2) with w(X) = 1 and R1 ∈ [2, 3.5)
withw(R1) = 2. All longer tasks are called R2 and have a weight of 3. Suppose (a) and (b) do not occur in the LPTX schedule.
We consider the total weight of the tasks in the LPTX schedule omitting X¯ , and compare it to the total weight of the
tasks in the optimal schedule. We do this by considering each processor separately. For a given processor pwe denote with
wp(ALG) the sum of the weights of the tasks scheduled by the algorithm ALG on the processor p.
We show that wp(LPTX − X¯) ≥ wp(OPT) for each processor p, which leads to a contradiction since we should have
w(LPTX) = w(OPT). Since opt < 4, we havewp(OPT) ≤ 3 for all processors. To consider is the casewhenwp(LPTX− X¯) < 3
on a processor p. In this case the LPTX schedule of p has no R2-tasks.
If p has a pretime, then we could have the situation [X1|X2 (X1 and X2 are X-tasks) in the LPTX − X¯ schedule. Both tasks
need to be there by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.9. The optimal schedule has two tasks in the pretime so it could have schedules [XX | or
[XX |X . [R1X | is impossible since then the LPTX schedulewould also have another task in the pretime after X1, as X¯ would fit. If
OPT = [XX |]we havewp(OPT) = 2 and thenwp(LPTX− X¯) ≥ wp(OPT). So OPT(p) = [X3X4|X5, for some X-tasks X3, X4, and
X5. We denote with endLPTX(X) the time when task X ends in the LPTX schedule, and with endOPT(X) the time when task X
ends in the optimal schedule. We have endLPTX(X2) ≥ L and endOPT(X5) ≤ opt , and thus endLPTX(X2)−endOPT(X5) ≥ L−opt ,
and X2 − X5 ≥ L − opt ≥ 0.5, by Lemmas 2.10 and 2.11. Recall that in order for the weight of X2 to be 1 it had to have
length less than 2. Thus X2 is a Y -task and we have case (a). (X1 must be a Y -task as well since if it were shorter than X2,
then X2 would not have been scheduled outside the pretimes by LPTX, because prep ≥ 2 by Lemma 2.6.) Also, X2 is a Y -task
scheduled after time 2 > 1.75.
If a processor p with wp(LPTX − X¯) < wp(OPT) has no pretime, then wp(OPT) > wp(LPTX − X¯) ≥ 1, so busyOPT(p) ≥
wp(OPT) ≥ 2 and L ≥ opt ≥ busyOPT(p)+ γp ≥ 2+ γp. Thus the busy time of LPTX on processor p before X¯ starts is greater
than 2, and LPTX needs 2 X-tasks or an R1-task to fill it. Sowp(LPTX− X¯) ≥ 2. In order for OPT to have a greater weight, we
need OPT(p) = [|XXX (or OPT (p) = [|R1X or [|R2), and so opt ≥ 3 + γp. Then L > 32opt − 1 ≥ 3(3+γp)2 − 1 = 3.5 + 32γp.
Thus ifwp(LPTX − X¯) < 3 we need [|X1X2 with both X1 < 2 and X2 < 2 (else the sum of their weights will be greater).
Also X1 + X2 ≥ L, and thus X1 ≥ 1.75+ 34γp, since it was scheduled before X2. Also since X1 < 2, and X1 + X2 > 3.5 we
need X2 > 1.5, and thus both X1 and X2 are Y -tasks. We have case (b). 
The two cases, one of which must occur according to the previous theorem, are shown in Fig. 3.
The previous Theorem shows that the last Y -task appears after 1.75 in the LPTX schedule. Together with Lemma 2.7,
which states that pretimes are longer or equal to 2, we know that the LPTX schedule has at least one task longer than or
equal to 1.5 in each pretime, which we state in the following corollary.
Corollary 2.15 (Long Tasks in LPTX Pretimes). In each LPTX pretime there is a task the length of which is at least 1.5.
Definition 2.16 (Compensating Processor). A processor that has less busy time in the LPTX schedule, without considering the
last task X¯ , than in the optimal schedule is called a compensating processor.
Lemma 2.17 (Existence of Compensating Processors). There is at least one compensating processor.
Proof. The total busy time of the LPTX schedule without the last task X¯ is less than the total busy time of the optimal
schedule since this one contains task X¯ . Thus theremust be a processor onwhich OPT hasmore busy time than LPTXwithout
task X¯ . 
Lemma 2.18 (Structure of a Compensating Processor). Let p be a compensating processor. Then p has a pretime and:
(a) the optimal schedule on p is of the following form: [X1X2|X3, where X1, X2, and X3 are arbitrary tasks.
(b) the LPTX schedule on p is of the form [Y |X4X5, where Y is a Y-task, and X4, X5 ∈ T .
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Fig. 4. Schedules of a compensating processor.
Proof. If p does not have a pretime, then busyLPTX(p) − busyOPT(p) ≥ L − opt > 12opt − 1 and p is not compensating. If p
has a pretime, then the LPTX schedule on p has more busy time than the length of the pretime. Thus the optimal schedule
on pmust have a task X3 after the downtime. We already know from Lemma 2.6 that the optimal schedule has two tasks in
the pretime and (a) follows. From Corollary 2.15, we know that the LPTX schedule on p has a task ≥ 1.5 in the pretime. The
busy time after the downtime in the LPTX schedule is > X3 + 0.5opt − 1 ≥ 1.5. If there were two tasks in the pretime of
the LPTX schedule, the busy time would be ≥ 1.5 + 1 + 1.5 = 4 and p could not be compensating by Lemma 2.13. Thus
there is only one task, Y1, during the pretime. If there were only one task, Z , after the downtime, then there are two cases
depending on whether Z would fit in the pretime.
Case 1. If Z ≤ prep, then Y1 ≥ Z > X3 + 0.5opt − 1 ≥ 0.5opt and Z + Y1 > 2(0.5opt) = opt and p is not compensating.
This argument also works if Y1 is an R-task, since then Y1 is still greater than Z .
Case 2. If Z > prep, then Z > X1 + X2 and so X3 > Y1 ≥ 1.5. Then Z + Y1 > X3 + L− opt + Y1 > X3 + 0.5opt − 1+ Y1 >
2Y1 − 1+ 0.5opt ≥ 2+ 0.5opt > opt and again p is not compensating. Thus LPTX scheduled two tasks after the downtime
of p.
Next, we consider the size of Y1. If Y1 ≥ 2, then busyLPTX(p) ≥ 4, and the optimal schedule cannot be longer than that. Thus
Y1 cannot be an R-task. This completes the proof of (b). 
Possible LPTX and optimal schedules of a compensating processor are shown in Fig. 4. Next, we show that no minimal
counterexample exists, completing the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Proof. We show that a compensating processor cannot coexist with situations (a) and (b) in Theorem 2.14. Suppose they
can coexist.
Let the LPTX schedule of a compensating processor cp be [Ycp|X4X5 where Ycp is a Y -task. We can’t have [Ycp|Rcp because
of Lemma 2.18. Also, let [X6X7|X8 be OPT(cp). We thus have
busyLPTX(cp) > 2+ Ycp,
since the processor is compensating.
We consider the cases from Theorem 2.14 (also see Fig. 3):
(a) There is a processor p with [Y1|Y2 in the LPTX schedule, and [X1X2|X3 in the optimal schedule. Y2 − X3 ≥ L − opt >
1
2opt − 1. This is because Y2 and X3 start at the same time and the end of Y2 occurs after L (or at time L) and the end of
X3 occurs before the end of the optimal schedule or at that time. The second inequality results from Lemma 2.10. Then
Y2 > X3 + 12opt − 1 ≥ 12opt . From the order in which LPTX assigns tasks to processors we know that Ycp ≥ Y2, and thus
Ycp > 12opt . We have
busyOPT(cp) > busyLPTX−X¯ (cp) ≥ Ycp + 2 > 2Ycp ≥ opt,
a contradiction.
(b) [|Y1Y2 with busyLPTX−X¯ (p) > 3.5 + 32γp, where Y1 and Y2 are both Y -tasks, that is Y1, Y2 ∈ [1.5, 2). Recall that
OPT(cp) = [X6X7|X8, and thus opt ≥ γcp+1. Also since opt < 4, and cp is compensating, we can’t have busyLPTX− X¯(cp) ≥ 4,
and thus X4+ X5 < 4− Ycp ≤ 2.5, so X4 < 1.5 ≤ Y2. The start time of Y2 must be before the start time of X4 due to the LPTX
scheduling policy, and thus Y2 starts before time γcp. Also Y2 must end after time L. So
Y2 > X8 + L− opt > 1+ 12opt − 1,
by Lemma 2.10 and because X8 ≥ 1. So Y2 > 12opt . Also, Y2 ≤ Ycp by LPTX scheduling policy, and so Ycp > 12opt implying a
contradiction as in the previous case. 
We give an example that shows that the bound above is asymptotically tight. The two schedules are represented in Fig. 5.
There are two processors, the downtime of the first processor starts at time 1, and ends at time 1+ , the second processor
has no downtime, and the tasks have lengths of T2 = 12 , T3 = 12 , T4 = 12 , and T1 = 12 +  respectively. Then the quotient
between the time needed by the LPTX schedule and that needed by the optimal schedule is 32(1+) . Since  can be arbitrarily
small, the bound proved in Theorem 2.1 is asymptotically tight.
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Optimal schedule LPTX schedule
Fig. 5. Example showing that the 3/2 bound is asymptotically tight.
The bound in Theorem 2.1 implies that whenever lpt > 32γp for all p ∈ P , we also have lpt < 32opt . Also if there is some
other way to conclude that opt ≥ γmax, such as when the sum of the task lengths and the downtime lengths divided by |P|
is greater than or equal to γmax, then it can also be determined that lpt ≤ 32opt from this Theorem.
3. Asymptotically tight lower bounds for scheduling with machine shutdowns
In this section we show that the bound derived in Section 2 is asymptotically tight within the class of polynomial
algorithms (assuming that P 6= NP), and that the bound derived in [13] for the performance of LPT with respect to a related
problem is also tight.
To this end, we first derive the NP-hardness of a problem we called 3-Partition with fixed bottom elements, that is a
restatement of Numerical Matching with Target Sums, which has been shown to be NP-complete in [17]. Then we proceed
with the proofs.
We next state Numerical Matching with Target Sums, as given in [17].
Definition 3.1 (NumericalMatchingwith Target Sums (NMTS)). INSTANCE: Disjoint sets X and Y , each containingm elements,
a size s(a) ∈ Z+ for each element a ∈ X ∪ Y , and a target vector 〈B1, B2, . . . , Bm〉, with positive integer entries.
QUESTION: Can X ∪ Y be partitioned into m disjoint sets A1, A2, . . . , Am, each containing exactly one element from each X
and Y , such that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m,∑a∈Ai s(a) = Bi?
Definition 3.2 (3-Partition with Fixed Bottom Elements (3PFB)). INSTANCE: A finite set A of 3n elements, and a subset Q of n
distinguished elements of A, a bound B ∈ Z+, and a size s(a) ∈ Z+ for each a ∈ A, such that s(A) satisfies B/4 < s(a) < B/2,
and such that
∑
a∈A s(a) = nB.
QUESTION: Can A be partitioned into n disjoint sets S1, S2, . . . , Sn such that for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,∑A∈Si s(A) = B, and each set Si
contains exactly one distinguished element?
The following lemma states that the 3-Partition with fixed bottom elements problem is NP-hard.
Lemma 3.3. 3-Partition with fixed bottom elements is NP-hard.
Proof. Follows directly from the NP-hardness of NMTS. 
Next we show the asymptotical tightness of the 32 -bound obtained in the previous section within the class of polynomial
algorithms assuming that P = NP . In [9], the authors prove that the scheduling with fixed jobs problem, when one machine
can have more than one fixed job, cannot be solved in polynomial time within 3/2 −  times the optimal makespan, and
while doing that, they do not use the assumption that machines can have more than one fixed job. Since fixed jobs are
interchangeable with shutdown times in this context, their proof, which they say was suggested by Gerhard Woeginger,
also results in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4 (Tightness of the 32 Bound). If P 6= NP then no polynomial algorithm can always produce a solution that ends
before k ∗ opt for a constant k < 32 , and where opt is the time when the optimal schedule ends.
In the following we refer to the problem considered by [13], where the authors have studied how well LPT performs
for scheduling tasks on machines that have predefined shutdown times, assuming that no more than half of the available
machines are shut down at any time. They prove that an upper bound for an LPT schedule is 2, and that this bound is tight.
The bound would be infinity if the machines were allowed to be shut down all at the same time, for any amount of time,
which is why assumptions like the above are needed. We show that an asymptotic lower bound for any algorithm to solve
this problem is also 2, by reducing 3PFB to finding a schedule with a bound less than two by a constant for the scheduling
problem.
The following lemma restates 3PFB in a formmore suitable for our proving the lower bound, and Theorem 3.6 states the
result.
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Lemma 3.5 (Variation of 3-Partition with fixed bottom elements). Let {a1, a2, . . . , a3m}, with the first m elements being the
distinguished ones, be an instance of 3-Partition with fixed bottom elements, where all elements are positive and non-zero.
Let ni = ai/a1. Then for any positive λ a solution of the 3-Partition with fixed bottom elements {n1λ, n2λ, . . . , n3mλ} (with
n1λ, n2λ, . . . , nmλ distinguished elements) implies a solution of the initial instance.
Proof. By multiplying the elements allotted to each set by the factor a1/λ, we get a solution of the initial problem. 
Theorem 3.6 (Asymptotic Result). Solving scheduling with machine shutdowns, where at most half of the processors can be
shut down simultaneously (SMS1/2), within a constant bound less than 2 as compared to the optimal schedule is NP-hard. The
asymptotic result is that any scheduling algorithm will miss the
2− 20
1+ 8
bound for some problem instances, where  can be arbitrarily small.
Proof. Let {a1, a2, . . . , a3m} with a1, a2, . . . , am distinguished elements be an instance of 3-Partition with fixed bottom
elements, and  < 0.1 be a given value that is arbitrarily close to 0.
We build an instance of the SMS1/2-problem, the solution of which, within a factor less than 2 compared to the optimal
solution, would correspond to a solution of the 3-Partition with fixed bottom elements instance.
According to Lemma 3.5 this problem is equivalent to any 3-Partition with fixed bottom elements-instance
{n1λ, n2λ, . . . , n3mλ} with the ni = ai/a1 calculated as in the lemma, and with λ = /(3nmax + 1), where nmax is the




/m. Note that B < , since B ≤ 3mnmax λm <
3λnmax + λ = .
We are constructing now an instance of the SMS1/2-problem. The number of machines is p := 2m. The jobs are given as
follows:
• 2m big jobs with processing time: 1/2+ 4
• 2m normal jobs with processing times: niλ+ 12 −  for i ∈ {m+ 1,m+ 2, . . . , 3m}.
The firstmmachines are shut down in the following intervals:(
1− 2 − njλ+ B, 32 − 3
]
for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Recall that for this j-range the njλwere the distinguished elements.







Note that this transformation can be done in polynomial time.
The following statement is of major importance to the proof: (1) There is a solution of the 3PFB-instance if and only if
there is a schedule of the SMS-instance that ends at time 1+ 8.
Given the 3PFB solution schedule for each set’s composition (aj, ai, ak) – we have j ∈ [1, . . . ,m] and i, k ∈ [m+ 1, . . . , 3m]
– the normal jobs of length niλ+ 12 −  and nkλ+ 12 −  on the machine that shuts down at 1−2−njλ+B. This is possible
since niλ + nkλ + njλ = B. These schedules end before time 1 − 2 + niλ + nkλ < 1 − 2 + B < 1 − . To each of the
remaining machines we can assign two big jobs, thus ending the schedule at 1+ 8.
Now given a schedule ending at most at time 1+ 8 we show that there is a solution of 3PFB that can be derived from it.
Such a schedule must have all jobs scheduled before the machine shutdowns. Then we have:
(∗) There must be exactly two jobs on each processor.
(∗∗) No big job can be scheduled on the firstmmachines.
Proof of (∗): All processing times are greater than 1/2− , thus no three jobs executed one after the other can be executed
within 3/2− 3 time, and this is more than 1+ 8 for small .
Due to the number of jobs there need to be exactly two jobs on each processor for the schedule to end at 1+ 8.
Proof of (∗∗): Suppose the processing time of the least possible job added to that of a big job is nsλ+ 1/2−  + 1/2+ 4.
Then we have:
1/2+ 4 + nsλ+ 1/2−  > 1+ 3 > 1+ 2 + B > 1+ B > 1+ B− 2 − njλ,
for any j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Thus, the total processing time of any two jobs when a big job is included is greater than the start
of any downtime of the firstm processors, and so no big job can be scheduled on these.
From (∗∗) and (∗) we conclude that the given schedule must have two normal jobs on each of the first mmachines and
two big jobs on each remaining machine.
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From the schedules on the first m machines we can find a solution of the 3PFB-instance, which completes the proof
for (1).
Next, we show that the ratio between the length of the optimal schedule sopt and the length of the next best schedule s
can be arbitrarily close to 2. We proceed by proving the following statement:
(2) Finding a schedule that ends at 1 + 8 is NP-hard. Thus any polynomial algorithm will sometimes miss the solution,
assuming P 6= NP . This follows from (1).
If the schedule does not end at 1+ 8, one job needs to be scheduled after the shutdown: no sum of two jobs is greater
than 1+ 8, and no three jobs can fit in any pretime, as their sum is greater than 32 − 3, thus the late end of the schedule
must come from a job being scheduled after a downtime. Its first possible start time is when the first processors wake up,




1+ 8 = 2−
20
1+ 8 . 
4. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented an LPT-based algorithm, the schedule of which ends within 3/2 of the time needed by
the optimal schedule or of the end of the last downtime. This bound is tight in the class of polynomial algorithms assuming
that P 6= NP . The difference between our algorithm and LPT is that it orders the processors before applying LPT.
The proof of the upper-bound result is based on the existence of a compensating processor, a processor that has more
processing time in the optimal schedule than in the schedule of our algorithm.
A second result in this paper concerns the tightness in the class of polynomial algorithms assuming P 6= NP of the bound
of 2 when no more than half the machines shut down at the same time, which was obtained for LPT in [13].
The LPTX algorithm achieves best worst-case bounds in both considered situations.
Depending on the setting of the problem, i.e. which assumptions about the downtimes apply, our result or results in other
papers provide more information about the worst-case bound of polynomial algorithms when scheduling in the presence
of machine shutdowns (assuming that P 6= NP).
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